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We report on extended investigation of the thermal transport and acoustical properties on hard carbon
samples obtained by pressurization of C60 fullerene. Structural investigations performed by different techniques
on the same samples indicate a very inhomogeneous structure at different scales, based on fractal-like amor-
phous clusters on the micrometer to submillimeter scale, which act as strong acoustic scatterers, and scarce
microcrystallites on the nanometer scale. Ultrasonic experiments show a rapid increase in the attenuation with
frequency, corresponding to a decrease in the localization length for vibrations. The data give evidence for a
crossover from extended phonon excitations to localized fracton excitations. The thermal conductivity is
characterized by a monotonous increase versus temperature, power lawT1.4, for T ranging from 0.1 to 10 K,
without any well-defined plateau, and a strictly linear-in-T variation between 20 and 300 K. The latter has to
be related to the linear-in-T decrease of the sound velocity between 4 and 100 K, both linear regimes being
characteristic of disordered or generally aperiodic structures, which can be analyzed by the ‘‘phonon-fracton
hopping’’ model developed for fractal and amorphous structures.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.014302 PACS number~s!: 66.70.1f, 62.65.1k, 65.60.1a, 63.50.1x
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hard carbon~HC!, obtained by high-temperature pressu
ization of initial fullerene C60, is of great practical interes
due to its high hardness, about 2/3 of that of diamond, and
the same time, semimetallic electrical resistivity, very simi
to graphite. However, until recently, only a few physic
properties have been investigated in hard carbon, excep
electrical resistivity, x-ray diffraction, Rama
measurements,1 and neutron structural investigations.2 The
first thermal transport measurements3 were performed be-
tween 30 and 350 K on a hard carbon sample pressurise
2.6–3 GPa and a temperature of 973 K.1 The main result is
that the thermal conductivity varies linearly with temperatu
in the whole temperature range investigated. Very recen
thermal conductivity was measured down to 4 K on C60 pow-
der compacted under pressure of 1 GPa~‘‘high-pressure
samples’’! by different processes.4 Despite the description
given by the authors, thermal conductivity does not exhib
characteristic amorphous behavior: there is no well-defi
plateau around 5–10 K, but rather at 50–100 K with a ju
at 100 K for one sample. In comparison to previous resu3

a very interesting point is that a strictly linear regime is o
served for both high-pressure samples~HSP! above 100 K.
In Ref. 3 the question was raised about the possible existe
0163-1829/2002/66~1!/014302~11!/$20.00 66 0143
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of a plateau at lower temperature, expected for amorph
systems, since the linear regime observed on a more or
broad temperature range above the plateau can also be
sidered as a characteristic of these materials. In orde
verify this hypothesis and the universal existence of lin
behavior of thermal conductivity in this kind of material, w
have performed a measurement of thermal conductivity i
wide temperature range, from 90 mK to 300 K, together w
ultrasonic investigations in the frequency range 2–100 MH
and structural investigations over different scales~mm, mm,
and nm! on a sample obtained by a similar way as describ
in Ref. 1. Another purpose was whether the ‘‘phonon-frac
hopping’’ model,5,6 based on the strong localization of lattic
vibrations in a disordered structure, could account for
data.

Our main results, which are successively developed
different paragraphs, are the following.

~i! The structure is strongly inhomogeneous, mainly am
phous, or disordered on a very small scale, with some m
crystalline inclusions of several tens of nanometers. It sho
a fractal-like character on scales between 1 and 100mm.

~ii ! The sound velocity decreases linearly with increas
temperature from 4 to 100 K. The ultrasonic attenuation
strongly frequency~f! dependent, showing simultaneously
Rayleigh-like scattering regime up to 110 MHz, increasing
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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J. C. LASJAUNIASet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 014302 ~2002!
f 3, and a resonant regime peaked atf 528 MHz, corre-
sponding to a scatterer diameter of 70mm.

~iii ! The thermal conductivity is strictly linear inT from
20 to 300 K, which confirms previous experiments.3 This
linear regime can be related to the linear decrease of
sound velocity, according to the ‘‘phonon-assisted frac
hopping’’ model of Nakayama and Orbach, established
amorphous stuctures.6 This corresponds to a structural cohe
ence length~density fluctuations! of 0.5–0.6 nm. BelowT
510 K, the thermal conductivity varies asT1.4 and is lower
than for vitreous silica by a factor of'5–10, and without the
characteristicplateauat a few kelvin of amorphous mater
als. There is appearance of a boundary scattering reg
around 100 mK, which corresponds to a scatters size of
proximately 45–60mm.

~iv! Hard carbon is an interesting physical system
studying the localization of acoustic phonons, due to sca
ing on structural disorder. The large structural disorder
hard carbon shortens the phonon mean free path via Ray
scattering. The vibrational excitations cross over from p
non like to fracton like at frequencyf . f c , where the critical
frequency (f c) is evaluated to be about 1000 MHz fro
ultrasonic measurements. This value is three orders of m
nitude smaller than that of 440 GHz,7 determined in vitreous
silica.

Since the fractons are spatially localized vibrations, th
cannot contribute to the heat transport. The thermal cond
tivity of hard carbon does not show a ‘‘plateau’’ regim
associated with localization of lattice vibrations, in the te
perature range 0.1–300 K. The question then arises:

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction ~XRD! pattern of the hard carbon
sample prepared under a pressure of 3 GPa and temperature o
K for 2 h. The indices are those of graphite. The scale on the to
the d spacing for the mean interatomic distance, for compari
with previous neutron diffraction measurements.
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can the spatially localized fractons contribute to the therm
conductivity?

II. SAMPLES

The samples of hard carbon were obtained from C60
fullerene, in the form of bulk specimens, at Osaka Natio
Research Institute.2,8 The initial sample of 99.9% purity C60
was treated under a nonhydrostatic pressure of 3 GPa a
temperature of 973 K during 2 h, as described in Ref. 1. T
obtained samples of hard carbon are quite homogeneous~i.e.,
without voids and pores! and have a black color. Their den
sity, 2.06 g/cm3, is slightly larger than the density, 1.9 g/cm3,
of hard carbon samples~HC1! prepared previously unde
similar conditions.1 The density of hard carbon is larger tha
that of the initial C60 ~1.7 g/cm3!, but significantly smaller
than the density of diamond~3.5 g/cm3!, and lies within the
boundaries for amorphous carbon~1.8–2.1 g/cm3!.9 Vickers
hardness tests reveal that this material is approximately t
thirds as hard as diamond, but the samples did not re
distinct evidence of crystalline diamond. However, the res
tivity measurements show that the material is semimeta
very similar to graphite.10 This form of carbon has a hardnes
that is a substantial fraction of the hardness of diamond,
is still electrically conductive. Neutron diffraction
measurements2 show lack of long-range crystalline orde
Due to the large hardness and disordered structure, we
performed the microscopic characterization, acoustic, ele
cal, and thermal conductivity measurements on specimen
hard carbon prepared under identical conditions.

III. STRUCTURAL INVESTIGATIONS

Although a considerable amount of structural research
similar carbon materials has already been performed~for ex-
ample, see Refs. 1, 2, and 11–13!, their detailed structure is
still unknown. The most probable reasons are the closen
of the phase-transition border of several C60 phases in this
P-T region,7,11 the instability of the structure in time, and th
fact that the structure of different specimens strongly
pends on the details of the reaction conditions. Becaus
that, we emphasize the importance of the structure anal
of the specific sample used at the same time for acoustic
transport measurements. Hereafter we present the stru
analysis of the hard carbon sample obtained by several t
niques: x-ray diffraction~XRD!, transmission electron mi
croscopy~TEM!, scanning electron microscopy~SEM!, and
acoustic scanning microscopy. In addition, an investigat
on the micrometer scale has recently started in the E.S.
laboratories in Grenoble. The analysis indicates a very in
mogeneous and disordered structural character on very
ferent scales.

The XRD spectrum was obtained with a Philips PW 14
automatic diffractometer@l~CuKa!50.154 nm#. Three broad
peaks are measured at 2u values of approximately 25.8°
43.7°, and 51.7°~Fig. 1.! These peaks correspond tod spac-
ing of 0.349, 0.207, and 0.173 nm, respectively. They
similar to the~00.2!, ~10.0!, and~00.4! reflections of graphite
~0.338, 0.214, and 0.168 nm, respectively: see Table I!, but a
diffuse character of the peaks indicates anon-ordered
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ACOUSTIC AND THERMAL TRANSPORT PROPERTIES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 014302 ~2002!
structure. The more pronounced~00.2! reflection suggests a
higher degree of ordering in thec planes. The mean inter
atomic distance is higher than for either ideal~0.335 nm! or
turbostratic~0.344 nm! graphite.13 Even larger distances ar
measured on a selected area by electron diffraction: diff
rings correspond to values of 0.357, 0.211, and 0.175
~this difference is due to a local character of the elect
diffraction technique, while XRD is an average measurem
over the whole sample!. As previously pointed out,1 no peak
related to the initial C60 ~or diamond either! is observed. The
XRD and electron diffraction measurements are in agr
ment with previous neutron diffraction2 and XRD measure-
ments obtained on samples prepared under similar co
tions. In addition, inelastic neutron scattering2 shows that the
density of states does not have any similarity to C60 or its
orthorhombic phases. This is also confirmed by mic
Raman spectra,1 which are interpreted as due to nanocryst
line or highly disordered graphite.

The TEM sample preparation consisted of tripod polis
ing and ion beam thinning in a Gatan Duo Mill at a liqu
nitrogen temperature. Images of the sample were made
using a Philips CM 20 and a Hitachi HF-2000 transmiss
electron microscope. The hard carbon sample appears
inhomogeneous. Although in many parts of the sample
ordered structure can be observed, some parts have a la
structure @Fig. 2~a!#, which is probably an effect of the
uniaxial pressure applied during the synthesis. Uniaxial
dering is marked on the electron diffraction pattern, prod
ing an intensive reflection spot on a diffuse~00.2! reflection
ring @inset of Fig. 2~a!#. High-resolution TEM@Fig. 2~b!#
revealed regions with a medium-range ordering on the
nometer scale.

SEM images were performed with a JEOL 840-A micr
scope on natural surfaces of the samples. They reveal a
disordered structure on scales between 1 and 100mm with a
fractal-like ~self-similarity! character~Fig. 3! as a broad dis-
tribution of domain sizes in this range. This character is c
firmed by other scans on a smaller~2 mm! scale. Sparse area
show layered structures~Fig. 4!.

Scanning acoustic microscopy also provides structural
formation on materials.14 Since the ultrasonic waves com
pletely penetrate the hard carbon sample, it is possible
image the internal structure. Scanning acoustic microsc
in the pulse echo mode scans a focused acoustic beam
the plane of the sample. The amplitude of the reflected s
surface echo is used to create an image of the internal s
ture. A commercial~HC 1000 Sonix! acoustic microscope
has been used with an ultrasonic pulse generated with a
ter frequency of 75 MHz. The resolution was 100mm in

TABLE I. X-ray diffraction data for diamond, graphite~Ref.
13!, and hard carbon.

Material dhkl ~nm!

Diamond d11150.206 d22050.126 d31150.108
Graphite d00250.338 d10050.214 d00450.168

d10150.204
Hard carbon d00250.349 d100/10150.207 d00450.173
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water. The acoustic image of a polished cylinder, diamete
4.5 mm and length 2.5 mm, of hard carbon shows relat
change in amplitude of about 20%, which is assigned to
different elastic properties which are explored locally, whi
also indicates an~acoustical! inhomogeneity over the submil
limetric scale. Careful sample polishing was necessary
order to suppress the contrast coming from the sample
face. Regularly distributed inhomogeneities have also b
detected with this technique, as a layered structure of
average thickness of 80620mm, oriented perpendicular to
the cylinder axis, which is also the direction of the nonh
drostatic applied pressure.

Finally, with the exception of the scarce layered structu

FIG. 2. ~a! Bright-field TEM micrograph showing the layere
structure of the hard carbon. The inset shows the correspon
selected area electron diffraction pattern with three diffuse ri
havingd50.357 nm, 0.211 nm, and 0.175 nm, in accordance w
XRD data. ~b! High-resolution TEM micrograph showing
medium-range ordering of the hard carbon in the nanometer sc
2-3
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FIG. 3. SEM images showing
a very inhomogeneous structur
on the micrometer scale. SEM re
veals sparse areas with organize
layered structure on the scale o
several micrometers, in accor
dance with the ultrasonic attenua
tion data that indicated a broa
distribution of phonon scatters
size over 8–100mm.
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areas~Figs. 2 and 4!, the structure shows an overall se
similarity for scales between'1 mm and submillimeter.

The larger interatomic distances and lower density of h
carbon compared to graphite, together with an extreme h
ness~which is attributed as being a remainder of random
distributed sp3 bonds originating from the collapsed C60

cages! puts this material forward as a new form of carbon11

FIG. 4. SEM reveals sparse areas with organized layered s
ture on a several micrometer scale.
01430
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IV. ACOUSTICAL MEASUREMENTS

A. Experiment

Longitudinal and shear waves of the frequenciesf in the
range of 2–100 MHz were generated as tone-burst pu
resonant and broadband flat transducers.

A sample of hard carbon in the shape of cylinder~diam-
eter of 4.5 mm and length of 8 mm! was used for ultrasonic
measurements at low frequencies (f ,40 MHz), at room
temperature. The variation in the velocity of sound,DV/V, at
low temperatures was measured by phase-coherent detec
at frequencyf 515 MHz.

This sample of hard carbon was used first for the lo
temperature thermal conductivity measurements. Then it
polished flat and parallel, the length being reduced to
mm, for ultrasonic measurements at high frequenciesf
.40 MHz). The ultrasonic pulses were fed into the th
sample~length of 2.5 mm! via buffer rods. In order to elimi-
nate the influence of possible nonlinearities on the rf
ceiver, a balanced technique was adopted to maintain a
stant receiver input. The intensity of the ultrasonic wav
was varied by 50 dB. The diffraction effects, which are im
portant at low frequencies, have been corrected. A sampl
vitreous silica, in the shape of a cylinder with diameter 3 m
and length 10 mm, was measured in the same manner.

B. Results

1. Room temperature

a. Elastic moduli. Elastic moduli have been deduced fro
the velocitiesVL and VT of longitudinal and shear waves
The longitudinal and shear moduliCL andG were calculated
from the sound velocities according to the well-known re
tions

CL5rVL
2, G5rVT

2, ~1!
c-
2-4
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TABLE II. Calculated densityr, sound velocities in the longitudinalVL and transversalVT directions, the
bulk modulusB, shear modulusG, and Poisson ratios, calculated from Eqs.~1! and~2! with the coefficient
b for hard carbon~HC2 sample! and vitreous silica~Ref. 17!.

Material r ~g/cm3! Vl ~m/s! VT ~m/s! B ~GPa! G ~GPa! s b3104 ~K21!

Hard carbon 2.06 5900 3400 40 24 0.24 0.29
Vitreous silica 2.20 5800 3800 31.6 31.8 0.12 3.2
us

pi
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th
wherer is the density. Other moduli, i.e., the bulk modul
B, Poisson’s ration, and Young’s modulusE, were obtained
from the relations between the elastic moduli of an isotro
medium:

B5rFVL
22

4

3
VT

2G , n5F122
VT

2

VL
2G Y F222

VT
2

VL
2G ,

E5GF324
VT

2

VL
2G Y F12

VT
2

VL
2G . ~2!

The values of the elastic moduli calculated from Eqs.~1! and
~2! for hard carbon and vitreous silica are given in Table

b. Ultrasonic attenuation. Figure 5 shows the frequency
dependent longitudinal attenuationa( f ) measured in hard
carbon and vitreous silica at room temperature in the
quency range 2–110 MHz. Attenuation is much larger~by
one or two orders of magnitude! in hard carbon than that in
vitreous silica. Two different behaviors are observed in
frequency dependence of the attenuation,a( f ) at low and
high frequencies~Figs. 5 and 6!. At high frequenciesf
.50 MHz, the attenuationa( f ) is proportional to the third
power of the frequency and can be described by the rela

FIG. 5. Frequency dependence of the attenuation,a( f ), of lon-
gitudinal waves. The solid line is calculated attenuation by using
equationahigh52.231025f 3 ~f is expressed in MHz!. Data for vit-
reous silica~l! are shown for comparison.
01430
c
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e
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ahigh52.231025f 3, ~3!

whereahigh andf are expressed in dB/mm and MHz, respe
tively. At low frequenciesf ,50 MHz, the attenuation data
a( f ) do not follow the power-law dependence~3!. A clear
change of slope atf 528 MHz is seen in Fig. 6. The attenu
ation a is analyzed in terms of the equation

a5a low1ahigh, ~4!

wherea low is the contribution to the attenuation associated
the low frequencies.a low deduced from the experimenta
data using Eq.~4! is reported in the inset of Fig. 6. The sha
maximum ofa low , at f 05v0/2p528 MHz, cannot be de-
scribed by a relaxation process as

attenuation

attenuationmax
5

2v2/v0

11~v/v0!2 ,

but a low should be associated with a resonant scattering.
well known that scattering of the ultrasonic waves by ide
tical scatterers~spherical scatterer of radiusR! contained in a
material gives sharp maxima in the frequency dependenc
the attenuation.15 The first maximum occurs at a waveleng
l, comparable to the size of the inhomogeneities,kR51,

e FIG. 6. Frequency dependence of the attenuation,a( f ), of lon-
gitudinal waves. Inset: the contributiona low deduced from Eq.
~4!.
2-5
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J. C. LASJAUNIASet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 014302 ~2002!
where k is the wave vector (k52p/l). At frequency f 0
528 MHz, the ultrasonic wavelength is 210mm, which
gives a radiusR535mm.

The ultrasonic attenuationa is inversely proportional to
the elastic mean free pathL; for an ultrasonic wave propa
gating in the x direction, the intensityI falls off as I
5I 0 exp(2ax) or I 5I 0 exp(2x/L). Extrapolation of Eq.~3!
gives a'600 dB/mm at a frequency of 300 MHz, and th
elastic mean free path isL515mm, which is smaller than
the corresponding wavelengthl520mm at 300 MHz.
Within the Ioffe-Regel criterion for localization,L,l, the
phonon localization is achieved at frequency above 3
MHz. Assuming a quadratic frequency increase of the atte
ation in the frequency range above 100 MHz, a sligh
higher critical frequency of 1000 MHz is evaluated: t
corresponding mean free path of 4mm is smaller than the
wavelengthl56 mm.

2. Low temperatures

The temperature dependence of the relative velo
change of longitudinal waves is shown in Fig. 7. From t
lowest temperatures to about 100 K the velocity decrea
linearly with increasing temperature with a slope ofb52.9
31025 K21. The linear temperature dependence of the
locity at intermediate temperatures is a universal property
amorphous and disordered solids.16,17

C. Discussion

1. Ultrasonic attenuation at high frequencies

The scattering of ultrasonic waves by a broad distribut
of obstacles has been studied intensively and in particula
polycrystalline materials.18,19 Scattering by grains contrib
utes to a large part of the ultrasonic attenuation of polycr
talline metals. Rayleigh scattering giving ultrasonic atten
tion equal to19 a5SW f4 ~S, W, and f are the Rayleigh
scattering factor, the average scattering volume, and the
quency, respectively!, occurs whenl.2pD ~l is the wave-
length andD is the average scatterer diameter!. A broad dis-
tribution of scatterers exists in hard carbon, as confirmed
spectroscopy measurements.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the relative longitudinal
locity changeDV/V(T) of hard carbon measured at frequencyf
515 MHz.
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The frequency dependence of the attenuation often
pears to be less than the fourth power, even though Rayl
scattering is occurring; more often, it is around the th
power, other effects being contributing terms which low
the exponent in the attenuation.19 Thus the Rayleigh scatter
ing behavior permits us to estimate an average size of
scatterers. The wavelength is about 50mm at a frequency of
100 MHz, which gives an average size of scatterers m
smaller than 8mm. If one asserts the existence of thef 3

regime down to 28 MHz, this yields a distribution of size
between 8 mm ~for f 5100 MHz! and 30 mm ( f
525– 30 MHz), which is in the range of SEM images:
broad distribution of the size of the scatterers exists in
micrometer region as confirmed by the Rayleigh behavior
contrast, homogeneous vitreous silica gives a small atten
tion around 100 MHz~see Fig. 5!.

For high frequencyf . f C , the mean ultrasonic free pat
is less than the ultrasonic wavelength, indicating the bre
down of wave propagation. The value of the critical fr
quencyf C ~300 or 1000 MHz! characterizing localization in
hard carbon cannot be determined with accuracy from
ultrasonic measurements, but its value is three orders
magnitude smaller than that determined in vitreous silic7

This is in marked contrast with amorphous silica where
localization effect has been observed at a very high
quency of about 440 GHz, corresponding to a wavelength
13.4 nm, and where a mean free path of 10.0 nm has b
evaluated by picosecond ultrasonic measurements.7

A fractal solid is characterized by a correlation lengthJ,
beyond which the solid is homogeneous.20 As the acoustical
vibration frequency is continuously increased, one reach
crossover frequencyf C whereqJ'1 ~q is the wave vector!.
At this point one expects that the wave becomes stron
scattered: qL'1 ~Ref. 21!. The exact value of the acous
tical correlation lengthJ cannot be given for hard carbon
but a crossover frequencyf C of 300–1000 MHz suggest
that J'1 – 10mm. The latter value is two orders of magn
tude larger than the value ofJ'100 nm found in silica aero-
gels where a similar critical frequency of'1000 MHz has
been found;22 however, a small sound velocity of 100 m/s
observed in silica aerogels.

2. Resonant attenuation at a frequency of 28 MHz

The resonant contribution to the attenuation around
MHz is 3 times larger than that of the Rayleigh contributio
Identical scatterers having mesoscopic size~radius of 35mm!
contribute to these phenomena. Ultrasonic measurem
cannot give information on the microscopic nature of the
scatterers, but they could be associated with modulation
the mass density or the elastic modulus having the same
of about 35mm ~or diameter of 70mm!. Such a value mus
be compared with that of 45–60mm deduced from the ther
mal measurements at very low temperatures, due to a bo
ary scattering effect originating from large fluctuations of t
elastic constants on this scale.

In conclusion, a broad distribution of scatterers having
size smaller than the wavelength,D!l/2p, is at the origin
of the Rayleigh scattering behavior, with the characteristicf 3

variation atf .50 MHz. This regime yields the localizatio

-
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ACOUSTIC AND THERMAL TRANSPORT PROPERTIES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 014302 ~2002!
of the acoustic waves for frequency;300–1000 MHz. In
addition, identical defects characterized by a large size
35–70 mm, which give a resonant scattering behavior,
determined at low frequency.

A different behavior is observed in vitreous silica:
very small ultrasonic attenuation is measured in the 10–
MHz range, which confirms that this material is homog
neous on the micrometer scale.

V. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

A. Experiment

The low-temperature~from 90 mK to 6 K! thermal con-
ductivity k(T) was measured in a dilution refrigerator by
conventional steady-state heat-flow technique with o
heater and two thermometers, the flow propagating along
pressure axis of the sample. The sample was in the shap
a cylinder of diameter 4.5 mm and total length of 8 m
Silver paste was used as conducting cement to fix the t
mometers and heater on the sample, and also to fix
sample mechanically on the copper substrate acting as
thermal sink. At each temperature, we have measured t
mal gradients obtained with various applied powers. We c
rected the measured thermal gradient under forced heat
at each point from the value with null power, which yields
sizable correction forT<200 mK. We have systematicall
verified the linearity of the resulting gradient with powe
The gradient is about 0.5%–1.5% ofT for temperatures
above 0.5 K and reaches about 10% ofT at the minimum

FIG. 8. Comparative plot illustrating the thermal conductiv
k(T) for different fullerite samples: hard carbon@HC1 ~h!: see
text# ~Ref. 3!, high-pressure sample~HSP! made by first applying
high pressure and then the high temperature HSP1~Ref. 4! ~,!,
high-pressure sample made by heating the sample up to a
temperature then applying high pressure HSP2~Ref. 4! ~n!, and
present data of hard carbon@HC2 ~s!#. Also are reported microc-
rystalline compacted C60/C70 data~., Ref. 23!
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temperature below 100 mK. In the high-temperature ran
~4–320 K! a steady-state comparative method relative t
constantan foil was used in a4He cryostat. The initial sample
of hard carbon was cut in a form of prism of length 5.4 m
and triangular cross section of'2.06 mm2. The sample was
attached with GE varnish to the reference sample, which
also used as a thermal link between the sample and he
On the other side, the sample was glued directly to a ther
sink. The sample chamber was maintained in vacuum be
than 1024 Pa. The heat flow was estimated from the volta
difference between two Chromel wires~diameter of 15mm!
point soldered to the Constantan foil, so that the link w
also used as a thermocouple element. The thermal gradie
the sample was measured by a thin Chromel-Consta
thermocouple~diameter of 15mm! glued to the sample with
GE varnish. The temperature difference measured on
sample was always smaller than 1 K. In order to minim
radiation heat losses, the sample holder was closely
rounded by a heat shield kept at almost the same temp
ture. The cooling~heating! rate was generally;5 K/h or
less. The relative accuracy of the measurement~1%–2%!
was much better than for absolute values~about 20%, due to
uncertainty in geometrical factors of the sample and the
erence!. Electrical resistivity was measured independently
the same sample by a conventional four-probe method. C
tacts were made using conducting silver paste directly on
surface of the sample.

B. Results and analysis

Figure 8 shows a comparative plot illustrating the evo
tion of the thermal conductivityk(T) for different fullerite
samples with the effect of increase of pressurization on p
tine C60. The lower data are for microcrystalline C60/C70
~with ;85% C60! obtained by pressurization of 0.3 GP
with a low density of 1.54 g/cm3 ~Ref. 23!. In such samples
Debye-like vibrations play only a role below;4 K. A re-
markable behavior is the saturation tok;0.1 W/mK above
T540 K: this value is 10 times smaller than vitreous sili
at 300 K and is interpreted within the Einstein model of he
transport by localized oscillators, assumed to vibrate wit
random phase.

On increasing pressurization to 1 GPa, two ‘‘hig
pressure samples’’ HSP obtained in different ways w
measured: HSP1,4 made by first applying high pressure an
then high temperature, and HSP2,4 a high-pressure sampl
made by heating the sample up to high temperature, t
applying high pressure~however, no detailed structural in
vestigation is given for these samples!, and our data for hard
carbon ~HC2! made under similar conditions~pressure
around 3 GPa! as HC1. A very interesting point is the ap
pearance of a strictly linear-in-T regime at high temperature
characteristic of amorphous materials, and its progres
temperature extension upon higher pressurization: dow
20 or 40 K for HC2 and HC1, respectively, compared to on
100 K for HSP samples. Simultaneously, the absolute va
of k increases.

Figure 9 presents the thermal conductivity of hard carb
~HC2! in the whole temperature range~from 90 mK to 320

gh
2-7
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K! in comparison with the data for vitreous silic
(v-SiO2).24,25 The most intriguing fact is the absence of t
plateaulikebehavior around 5–10 K, which was expected
exist in earlier work,3 and the lack ofT2 behavior below 1 K
as in amorphous material.24 Only an inflection point, as remi
niscent of the end of plateau ofv-SiO2 , separates a low-T
power-law regime (}T1.4) and the high-T linear regime. This
linear behavior at high temperature is present in a wider t
perature range, in comparison withv-SiO2 , and without any
indication for a deviation from linearity up to room temper
ture, in contrast tov-SiO2 , which shows a clear saturatio
above 100 K. We also note the superposition of both d
between 20 and 100 K. Also, we point out that the two s
of data for hard carbon~HC2! measured with two thermom
eters in the low-temperature region (T,6 K) and relative to
constantan in the high-temperature region (T.4 K) agree
very well ~see also Fig. 10!. The thermal conductivity of hard
carbon~HC2! at room temperature is about 2 W/mK. Th
value is higher than values obtained by Efimov a
Mezhlov-Deglin for high-pressure samples,4 but lower than
for previously measured sample HC1.3

In the general framework of two species of heat carri
~phonons and electrons!, the measured thermal conductivi
k tot is considered as the sum of the ‘‘phonon’’kph and the
electronic kel contributions: k tot5kel1kph. At this point
kph can be extended to any vibrational excitations. The e
tronic contribution could be estimated by the Wiedema
Franz lawkel5L0sT, whereL052.4531028 W V K22 is
the Lorenz number ands the electrical conductivity. The
electrical conductivity of our sample at the room temperat
is relatively high, about 2.83105 V21 m21, and cooling
down to 2 K increases it only by about 5%.26 The tempera-
ture dependence substantially deviates from the activated
gime typical for the usual glassy carbon,27 and it is in agree-
ment with previously published data, but the absolute va

FIG. 9. Thermal conductivity,k(T), of hard carbon~HC2! and
vitreous silica (v-SiO2) ~Refs. 24 and 25! for comparison.
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is several times lower in comparison with previous dat1

The higher absolute value of electrical conductivity is rela
to the lower hardness of our sample.2 The electronic contri-
bution kel , calculated using the Wiedemann-Franz law a
the experimental data of electrical conductivity down to 2
and the estimated one below 2 K by extrapolation of the
higher-T data, is shown on Fig. 10~open circles and dashe
line, respectively!, together with the measured thermal co
ductivity k tot . The temperature dependence of the electro
contributionkel , which is linear inT within 5% between 2
and 300 K, is similar to that for the total thermal conducti
ity and is about 10% ofk tot in the temperature range betwee
1 and 300 K. Below 1 K, the electronic contribution becom
larger, up to 40%–50% ofk tot at 0.1 K. The deduced ‘‘pho-
non’’ thermal conductivitykph5k tot2kel shows a similar be-
havior ask tot in the temperature range above 1 K: it show
a linear behaviorkph(T)}T from 300 K down to 20 K and a
T1.4 behavior below 10 K. In the intermediate rangekph
shows the ‘‘inflection point.’’ But at the lowest temperatu
(T,200 mK), kph starts to deviate from theT1.4 law ~see the
inset of Fig. 10! due to the occurrence of boundary effect

If one supposes that the low-frequency propagat
phonons still contribute up toT;0.2– 0.3 K, we can analyze
the vibrational thermal conductivity in the usual way, assu
ing two different scattering regimes: one being the Casi
boundary scattering due to propagative phonons, the o
corresponding to theT1.4 law, as

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the thermal conducti
k tot of hard carbon, an estimated electronic contribution to the th
mal conductivity,kel , and the estimated phonon contributionkph

5k tot2kel . The inset shows the phonon thermal conductivitykph in
the low-temperature range (T,1 K) in which the boundary effect
has been observed. The solid curve through the experimental p
was computed from Eq.~5! ~see discussion!, and the lineAT3, with
A57.131022 (W/mK4), represents a contribution to the therm
conductivity of boundary scattering.
2-8
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1

kph
5

1

AT3 1
1

BT1.4. ~5!

Fitting of the data below 1 K yields A57.1
31022 (W/mK4) and B52.831023 (W/mK2.4). The inset
of Fig. 10 shows the phonon thermal conductivitykph in the
low-temperature range (T,1 K). The solid curve through
the experimental points was computed from Eq.~5!, and the
line AT3 represents the limitation of thermal conductivi
due to boundary scattering, withA57.131022 (W/mK4),
which corresponds to the best fit, with the uncertainty due
extrapolation ofkel from 2 K, which we estimate to be 6
31022<A<831022 (W/mK4). From that value we can
estimate the size of the phonon scatterers responsible for
scattering, using the usual kinetic formulak5(1/3)CphVDl ,
with l the phonon mean free path~mfp! and Cph the heat
capacity of phonons, easily obtained from the sound velo
ties and density. In the frame of the Debye model,

Cph

T3 5
2p2

5

kB
4

\3

1

rVD
3 , ~6!

with r the density~2.06 g/cm3! and VD the Debye mean
sound velocity, defined as 3/VD

3 52/VT
311/VL

3, whereVT and
VL are the transverse and longitudinal sound velocities,
spectively. Using the experimental values~see Table II!, one
obtainsVD53770 m/s andCph/T351131027 (J/g K4). The
kinetic formula yieldsA57.131022 (W/mK4) for a phonon
mean free path ofl 551mm, within the uncertainty 45mm
<1<60mm, giving the size of the scatterers. At this poi
we can note the similarity of this value with that correspon
ing to the acoustic resonant attenuation~Sec. IV!.

C. Discussion

Up to now, we have given a first analysis of the lowT
data, assuming the existence of propagating phonons at
to T;0.2– 0.3 K, at the origin of the boundary scatteri
regime in good agreement with the size of the scatterers
termined by the resonant attenuation at 28 MHz. But on
basis of phonon localization above the crossover freque
of ;300–1000 MHz as determined by ultrasonic measu
ments, one expects that the thermal phonons will be lo
ized on almost the wholeT range of thek(T) data. Indeed,
within the thermal dominant phonon approximation used
k(T), \Ãdom'4.5kBT, thermal phonons generated abo
T;10 mK will be localized. However, a fraction of low
frequency propagating phonons can be acting up to aro
10 times this limit,5,32 i.e., around 100 mK, which could
explain the role of boundary scattering in the total scatter
process.

We now discuss successively the low-T range (T
<10 K) characterized by theT1.4 power law and the high-T
range (T>20 K) wherek(T) varies linearly with tempera
ture.

The two regimes are separated by an inflection po
which is reminiscent of the upper limit of the plateau
amorphous materials~e.g., vitreous silica!.
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1. Power law T1.4 regime

Within the above hypothesis of phonon localization abo
a crossover temperature around 10 mK, we suppose this
gime to be characteristic of a fractal structure~fractons are
localized vibrations! and this result is reminiscent of low
density silica aerogels where a similar power lawTn, with
n51.360.1, was observedabove1 K.28 This hypothesis is
supported by the fractal character of this material from
structural observations over the scale from;1 mm to 1 mm.
We can try to estimate the power law coefficientn. As pro-
posed by Maynard and co-workers in the frame of a hier
chical model applied to silica aerogels,28,29 k'Tn, with n

5d̄1122d̄/D, whereD andd̄ represent the structural frac
tal and the spectral dimension, respectively. Using the u
versal character of critical exponents for percolati
systems,5,20 for the three-dimensional network it is found th
D52.5. Indeed, a similarD value can be used from bul
v-SiO2 to silica aerogels, independently of their density a
of the structural details. Furthermore, values 1.1<d̄<1.4 are
obtained for fractal stuctures of various densities.5,21,30 For
the most studied materials, silica aerogels, different te
niques yield d̄51.360.1 ~Ref. 21! or 1.460.1 ~Ref. 31!.
From thesed̄ values and withD52.5, one gets the powe
law coefficient n51.26– 1.28. We note that this value
close to the experimental one for silica aerogels (1.360.1)
and is also in good agreement with the presentn51.4.

In distinction with silica aerogels,28 we do not observe a
plateaulike behavior at very low temperature, which was
terpreted as the onset of phonon localization, with a cro
over frequencyÃCO from 0.06 to 0.4 K~Ref. 28!. Indeed, in
the present caseÃCO obtained from ultrasonic experiments
a much lower energy. Another striking property is that t
thermal conductivity is not so small in comparison to vitr
ous silica, a homogeneous medium characterized by a m
higher frequency of localization of phonons, roughly forT
'5 K in the plateau regime, corresponding to the frequen
of '450 GHz, a value confirmed by picosecond ultraso
measurements.7

Figure 11 shows, for comparison, the low-temperat
(T,10 K) dependence of the thermal conductivityk/T1.4 of
vitreous silica,24,25 hard carbon, and ‘‘A-NC’’ aerogel28 with
densities of 2.20, 2.06, and 0.36 g/cm3, respectively. It
should be noticed that at low temperature, the less-de
material exhibits lower thermal conductivity and the therm
conductivity follows the power law behaviork(T)'Tn with
smallern. In thatT range, the quadratic variation forv-SiO2
is characteristic for resonant scattering of phonons by tw
level systems.

2. Linear-in-T regime

The strictly linear-in-T regime has been theoretically pro
posed by Orbach and co-workers on the basis of ‘‘phon
assisted localized vibrational hopping’’ processes. Initia
this model was established for fracton-vibrational exci
tions, assuming some fractal properties of amorph
structures,5 and it was extended to the more general case
localized excitations, a general property of strongly dis
2-9
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J. C. LASJAUNIASet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 014302 ~2002!
dered structures.6,32 Due to localization of phonons above th
critical frequencyvC , which is at the origin of the plateau i
k(T) in glasses atT'10 K, the hopping process of the lo
calized vibrational excitations assisted by low-frequen
phonons~of v<vC! adds a linear-in-T contribution to the
saturatedkph. Moreover, this model establishes a direct p
portionality between the linear variation of the thermal co
ductivity and that of the sound velocity in the sameT
range:32,33

DV

V
520.1

j2

2p2V

k~T!

T
kB

21T ~7!

~with kB the Boltzman constant!. In this relation,j means
either the phonon mean free path at the crossover frequ
vc between extended states (v,vc) and localized regime
(v.vc) where j equals the phonon wavelengthl
52pV/vc or a mesoscopic structural correlatio
length,6,33,34related to density-density correlations34 in amor-
phous materials. For vitreous silica for which the abo
model was successfully applied, both definitions yield ve
similar values forj51.5– 1.7 nm~1.5 nm from Ref. 33, 1.7
nm from Ref. 34!, with a corresponding critical frequency o
a few THz. Since both properties, linearity-in-T of k(T) and
of the relative variation of the sound velocity, are observed
our case, we have applied the model in order to determinj,
which is now connected to the amorphous structure of h
carbon on the nanometer scale.

In the present case, the numerical coefficient of the lin
variation ofk(T) is similar to that of vitreous silica~see Fig.
9!, as for the absolute value of the longitudinal sound vel
ity ~see Table II!. However, the coefficient of the linear rela
tive variation of the longitudinal sound velocity,DV/V

FIG. 11. Low-temperature (T,10 K) thermal conductivity
k/T1.4 vs T of three materials of different densities for compariso
vitreous silica (v-SiO2) ~Refs. 24 and 25!, hard carbon~HC2!, and
A-NC aerogel~Ref. 28! of densities 2.2 g/cm3, 2.06 g/cm3, and 0.36
g/cm3, respectively.
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52b(T2T0), is 10 times smaller than for vitreous silica16

with b52.931025 K21 in comparison with 3.2
31024 K21 in vitreous silica. From relation~7!, it means
that thej value is about 3 times smaller than for vitreo
silica, which is no longer a mesoscopic scale, but a few
teratomic distances of'0.5–0.6 nm, to be compared wit
the first near-neighbor distances determined from x-ray
fraction: 0.18 nm~very weak signal!, 0.21 nm, and 0.35
nm.

A strong discrepancy exists for hard carbon between
two correlation lengthsj estimated in the nanometer sca
using Eq.~7! andJ evaluated in the micrometer scale~de-
spite its rough estimation! by the ultrasonic measurements,
contrast with vitreous silica.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the present acoustical and thermal trans
measurements performed on HC samples have revealed
eral properties characteristic of amorphous or highly dis
dered polycrystalline structures. The most typical are the
lowing.

~i! a Rayleigh-like regime for ultrasonic attenuation, f
frequencies between a few MHz to 110 MHz, which ind
cates a broad distribution of the phonon scatterers over
tens of micrometers in size, in accordance with the very
homogeneous structure on this scale shown by the SEM
ages, at variance with homogeneous glasses likev-SiO2 .

~ii ! The dramatic increase in the ultrasonic attenuat
with frequency, which gives evidence for a crossover fro
extended phonon excitations to localized fracton excitati
at the critical frequency of about 300 to 1000 MHz; a cor
lation lengthJ of about 1–10mm is evaluated.

~iii ! In addition to the Rayleigh regime, a resonant aco
tic attenuation atf 528 MHz, which corresponds to stron
acoustic fluctuations at domains size of about 70mm ~in
diameter! exists. This is very probably at the origin of th
low-T boundary scattering regime fork(T), where the pho-
non mean free path is limited to 45–60mm.

~iv! The linear-in-T variation of the~longitudinal! sound
velocity for T.4 K, typical for disordered polycrystalline o
aperiodic crystals, which appears to be well correlated w
the strictly linear-in-T thermal conductivity in almost the
sameT range (T.20 K) is observed. Using the ‘‘phonon
assisted localized vibrational hopping model’’ of Orbac
which correlates both properties, one can yield a crosso
length j ~for the phonon localization!, which can be identi-
fied as the mesoscopic structural correlation length
glasses; here,j equals 0.5–0.6 nm. This nanometric-sca
correlation is related to the strongly disordered or
crystallized structure over a few interatomic distances, wh
is confirmed by broadening of the x-ray diffraction peaks,
well as by the TEM images of the few crystallites area
However, there is an unexplained discrepancy between
two correlation lengths, determined by different types
measurements, on different temperature ranges. This is
haps due to the very inhomogeneous structure of this m
rial.

~v! A very continuousT dependence likeT1.4 for the vi-

:
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brational thermal conductivity below 10 K. This dependen
is similar to that measured above 2 K in low-density fractal
silica aerogel, whereas the present amplitude is larger, p
ably due to the much larger density, and closer to homo
neous vitreous silica. Such an interpretation, based on
localized nature of fracton excitations, agrees with the v
small localization frequency indicated above.

~vi! The power-law coefficient~1.4! is in agreement with
the fractal and spectral dimension values obtained for v
different fractal structures, in particular in silica aerogels
various densities. This interpretation is also supported by
n

.

v

v
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M

M

x,

a

y
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fractal-like structure observed on scales from less than 1mm
to 1 mm. Despite the similarity ofk(T) with that of v-SiO2
above 20 K, the low-T ~, 1 K! value is much smaller, which
indicates a scattering process very different and much m
efficient than phonon scattering by two-level systems, ch
acterized by aT2 variation.
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